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What’s the z/OS® Programmer to Do to Make
the 3494 Tape Library Go

B y  T i m  R a l e y

An automated tape library represents a significant monetary invest-
ment for most organizations. The physical installation requires careful
planning. For example, an IBM® TotalStorage® 3494 Tape Library can
grow to 16 frames requiring over 40 feet of linear floor space.
Everybody in the Data Center wants to see it work, so what’s the z/OS
guy do to make the 3494 Tape Library go?

This article will provide the z/OS system programmer with the steps
necessary to quickly make an IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library
mount tapes. With the accessor successfully answering basis tape
mount requests, the z/OS system programmer can assure the hardware
installation team the 3494 library is working and begin work on the
tasks required to integrate the 3494 Tape Library into the daily opera-
tion of the data center. (Integration of the 3494 Tape Library in the
operation of the data center is beyond the scope of this article.)

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

1. If the z/OS system which will use the 3494 library runs as guests
of z/VM®, be sure the VM Directory entry of the z/OS guest
contains the STDEVOPT LIBRARY CTL statement.

2. Define the tape transport devices through hardware configuration
definition (HCD) on the z/OS system and propagate the
definitions to an IOCDS on the server. In the HCD definitions
specify LIBRARY as YES. LIBRARY-ID and LIBPORT-ID can
be left blank.

3. Implement Volume Partitioning. Although Volume Partitioning
is not required it is recommended because it divides the tapes
in the tape library into groups or partitions. By establishing
these partitions with the initial implementation of the tape
library, it will be easier to share the tape library hardware
among various servers in the data center. For example, a server
running z/OS and a server running AIX® could share the tape
library but each operating system would only be aware of the
tapes assigned to it.

Volume Partitioning is accomplished using Library Manager
Category codes. On a z/OS system the unique two-byte Library
Manager Category codes are specified in the DEVSUPxx
member of the parmlib concatenation. DFSMS/MVS® sends
these codes to the Library Manager in the 3494 Tape Library.
The Library Manager will use the codes to group tapes within
the tape library. Refer to Redbook IBM TotalStorage Virtual
Tape Server: Planning, Implementing, and Monitoring, SG24-
2229, for a list of the Library Manager volume categories. Select
one of the category codes intended for Volume Partitioning. The

default codes begin 000x. If the tape library uses volume
partitioning the default codes should not be used by any attached
system. The DEVSUPxx member in Figure 1 uses the 007x
category codes.

Although an IPL is required to implement the volume
partitioning values in the DEVSUPxx member, this IPL will
substantially enhance the value of the 3494 Tape Library because
it establishes the infrastructure for it to be shared by servers
throughout the Data Center.
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MEDIA1=0071,MEDIA2=0072,MEDIA3=0073,MEDIA4=0074,
MEDIA5=0075,MEDIA6=0076,MEDIA7=0077,MEDIA8=0078,
ERROR=007E,PRIVATE=007F

Figure 1: DEVSUPxx member

*---+--1---+---2---+---3---+---4---+---5---+---6---+
SYSCAT   VPMVSB113CMASTERV.CATALOG                   CATALOG

Figure 2: High-level qualifier

In IEFSSNxx:
SUBSYS SUBNAME(OAM1) INITRTN(CBRINIT)
MVS Operator Command:
SETSSI ADD,SUBNAME=OAM1,INITRTN=CBRINIT

Figure 3: IEFSSNxx definitions and SETSSI operator commands

//RACFATL  JOB (ACCT),RACF.ATL,
//             REGION=4M,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//             CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//S1      EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*
//SYSTSIN  DD  DATA,DLM=’%%’
RDEF FACILITY -
STGADMIN.IGG.LIBRARY -
OWNER(GROUP1) UACC(NONE)
PE STGADMIN.IGG.LIBRARY -
CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYS1 GROUP1) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
RL FACILITY STGADMIN.IGG.LIBRARY ALL

RDEF STARTED -
OAM.* STDATA(USER(OPER   ) GROUP(GROUPZ) TRUSTED(NO)) -
OWNER(SYS1) UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH
RL STARTED OAM.* STDATA ALL

%%
/*

Figure 4: Sample RACF command
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When MEDIAx statements are specified in the DEVSUPxx
member, IEA253I messages will appear during IPL to confirm
the specifications.

4. If required by installation standards, define the high-level qualifier
of the tape volume catalog on the SYSCAT statement in the
LOADxx member of the parmlib concatenation or
SYS1.IPLPARM. The SYSCAT statement is column dependent
and the high-level qualifier of the tape volume catalog must begin
in column 64 as shown in Figure 2. The default value of the high-
level qualifier of the tape volume catalog is SYS1. An IPL is
required to implement an installation specified high-level qualifier.

5. An entry for the Object Access Method (OAM) initialization
module, CBROAM, is required in the program properties table
(PPT). On MVS™ systems prior to z/OS 1.1, it may be necessary
to create a SCHEDxx member in the in the parmlib
concatenation to provide this definition. On all z/OS releases, the
PPT entry for CBROAM is part of the IBM supplied definitions,
therefore no SCHEDxx member is required.

6. Initialize the OAM1 subsystem by creating an IEFSSNxx
member in the parmlib concatenation. Be sure the SSN=
statement in IEASYSxx concatenation invokes the IEFSSNxx
member during IPL. This subsystem can be activated
dynamically using the SETSSI operator command. See Figure 3
for an example of the IEFSSNxx definitions and the SETSSI
operator command.

7. Started task OAM must be available to use the 3494 library. Use
the sample OAM procedure provided by IBM in
SYS1.SAMPLIB(CBRAPROC) to build an OAM procedure. Place
the OAM procedure in the proclib concatenation. OAM should not
be started yet. Once several other definitions are established in the
steps below, OAM will be started for the first time.

8. OAM must be started at each IPL to use the 3494 Tape Library.
This can be accomplished by adding the
OAMPROC(OAM)statement in the IGDSMSxx member in the
parmlib concatenation.

This can also be accomplished by placing an MVS START
command for OAM in a COMMNDxx member in the parmlib
concatenation.

9. For those sites using IBM RACF® for security, establish the
RACF resource STGADMIN.IGG.LIBRARY in the FACILITY
class and add the procedure OAM to the RACF STARTED Class
table. (Similar actions may be required for security packages
from other providers.) See Figure 4 for an example of the RACF
commands which establish these definitions. Be sure to change

the RACF groups and userids to ones which match the
installation standards.

10. Define the tape volume catalog. (The tape volume catalog is also
frequently referenced in IBM documentation as the TCDB or
tape configuration database.) An example of a simple tape
volume catalog definition is shown in Figure 5.

The name of the tape volume catalog is important. The high
level qualifier must match the one specified in the LOADxx
member as described in Step 4 above. The low-level qualifiers
have a pattern. VOLCAT.VGENERAL as shown in Figure 5
contains the tape volume serial numbers not specifically routed
to another catalog. See z/OS DFSMS OAM Planning,
Installation, and Storage Administration Guide for Tape
Libraries, SC35-0427, (reference the document which matches
the z/OS level in use) for more details.

11. The IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library and its optionally
attached Virtual Tape Server(s) require several definitions in the
SMS configuration. From this point forward it is necessary to
separate the definitions for a 3494 Tape Library, also known as
an Automated Tape Library (ATL), and the definitions for the
optional Virtual Tape Server (VTS) which might be part of the
ATL. Each step below is labeled ATL or VTS. Complete the
ATL steps if only an ATL exists. Complete the VTS steps if only
a VTS is deployed. Complete all the steps if both the ATL and
the VTS are active.
a. Define the ATL to SMS as a Tape Library using the

Interactive Storage Management Facility (ISMF) panel
interface, option 10-Library Management then option 3-Tape

//IDCVLCAT   JOB (ACCT),VOLCAT,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
//STEP1   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD  *
DEFINE UCAT (VOLCATALOG         -
NAME(CATALOG.VOLCAT.VGENERAL) -
VOL(VOL001)                 -
CYL(1 1)                    -
OWNER(IBM)                 -
)                            -

CAT(MASTERV.CATALOG)
/*
//

Figure 5: Sample Tape Volume Catalog

//ATLIBCAT   JOB (ACCT),ATL,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
//ST1      EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD *

CREATE VOLUMEENTRY -
(NAME(VMKT158)        -
LIBRARYNAME(LATL00)   -
LOCATION(LIBRARY)     -
USEATTRIBUTE(SCRATCH)      -
ENTEREJECTDATE(1999-11-30) -
MEDIATYPE(MEDIA3)          -
SPECIALATTRIBUTE(READCOMPATIBLE) -
RECORDING(128TRACK))

/*
//

Figure 6: Sample job stream

//ATLFAVOL   JOB (ACCT),ATL,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID 
//*
//ST1      EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD *
ALTER  VMKT160 VOLUMEENTRY –

USEATTRIBUTE(SCRATCH) -
ENTEREJECTDATE(1999-11-30) -
MEDIATYPE(MEDIA4)          -
SPECIALATTRIBUTE(READCOMPATIBLE) -
RECORDING(256TRACK)

DELETE VMKT178 VOLUMEENTRY
/*
//

Figure 7: DELETE command
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Library. If the tape volume catalog
defined above is not available, the
definition of the tape library will fail.

On the ISMF panels, fill in the
SCDS name, the Library Name, the
Library ID which is the five digit serial
number of the 3494 library, the Default Data Class, set Entry
Default Use Attribute to P, set the Eject Default to P and the
Scratch Threshold for the Media to a value determined by the
installation. In this article the 3494 Tape Library will be
referred to as LATL00. (Press the Enter key to validate the
definitions on the ISMF panels. Press the PF3 key to save the
Library definition.)

The Default Data Class listed for the 3494 library will be
defined in a step below.

b. Define the VTS to SMS as a Tape Library using the ISMF
panel interface, option 10-Library Management then option 3-
Tape Library. If the tape volume catalog defined above is not
available, the definition of the tape library will fail.

On the ISMF panels, fill in the SCDS name, the Library
Name, the Library ID which is the five digit serial number
of the Virtual Tape System, the Default Data Class, set
Entry Default Use Attribute to P, set the Eject Default to P
and the Scratch Threshold for the Media to a value
determined by the installation. In this article the VTS will
be referred to as LVTS00.

The Default Data Class listed for the VTS will be defined in
a step below.

c. Define a Storage Group for the ATL. This article will refer
to the Storage Group for the ATL as SGATL. When
defining the storage group using the ISMF panel interface,
fill in the name of the SCDS. The Storage Group Type will
be TAPE. The Library Name must match the Library Name
specified when the Tape Library was defined in Step a
above. Make the value of SMS Storage Group Status Y and
set the system name to ENABLE. The ISMF panels
strongly recommend only systems be connected to tape
storage groups therefore the sysplex value in the test
configuration was set to NOTCON.

d. Define a Storage Group for the VTS. The article will refer to
the storage group for the VTS as SGVTS. When defining the
storage group using the ISMF panel interface, fill in the name
of the SCDS. The Storage Group Type will be TAPE. The
Library Name must match the Library Name specified when
the VTS was defined in Step b above. Make the value of SMS
Storage Group Status Y and set the system name to
ENABLE. The ISMF panels strongly recommend only
systems be connected to tape storage groups therefore the
sysplex value in the test configuration was set to NOTCON.

e. Define a Storage Class for the ATL. This article will refer to
the Storage Class for the ATL as SCATL. No additional
parameters are required on the Storage Class ISMF panels.

f. Define a Storage Class for the VTS. This article will refer to
the Storage Class for the VTS as SCVTS. No additional
parameters are required on the Storage Class ISMF panels.

g. Define a Data Class for each type of tape media available in
the Tape Library. For example, DCMEDIA1 is for Media1,
DCMEDIA2 for Media2, etc. Page through the ISMF panels

and select the Media Class which matches the Data Class
name. See Table 1 for information on Tape Media Types.

h. Review the STORCLAS ACS routine. Be sure the ACS
routine allows the Storage Classes defined above to propagate
to the STORGRP ACS routine. Many times the STORCLAS
ACS routine rigorously enforces the installation storage class
standards and requires modification to allow the use of a
newly defined Storage Class.

i. Modify the STORGRP ACS routine so it will map the storage
classes to the storage groups. For this article, SCATL maps to
SGATL and SCVTS maps to SGVTS.

j. Translate and validate the updated ACS routines. Activate the
changes in the SCDS.

12. Create entries for tape volume serial numbers which physically
reside in the ATL in the tape volume catalog. See Figure 6 for an
example job stream which defines volume serial number
MKT158 (the syntax is VMKT158). The tape VOLUMEENTRY
can be modified using the ALTER command or deleted using the
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//ATL@TST1   JOB (ACCT),GENER,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID,REGION=5M
//*
// SET NNNNN=MKT158
//*
//ST1      EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD *
DEL MVS1.$TEST$.TAPELIB
SET MAXCC=0
/*
//ST2      EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SAMPLIB(IEEACTRT)
//SYSUT2   DD DSN=MVS1.$TEST$.TAPELIB,
//            DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),
//            STORCLAS=SCATL,VOL=SER=&NNNNN,
//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD DUMMY
//

Figure 9: Test case

IEE103I UNIT 0560     NOT BROUGHT ONLINE 655
IEE763I NAME= IECTDSR2 CODE= 0000000800000000
IEA437I TAPE LIBRARY DEVICE(0560), ACTIVATE IODF=XX, IS REQUIRED
IEE764I END OF IEE103I    RELATED MESSAGES

Figure 8: Failure messages

//ATL@TST2   JOB (ACCT),GENER,COND=(0,NE),MSGLEVEL=(1,1),
//            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,NOTIFY=&SYSUID,REGION=5M
//*
//ST2      EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVS1.$TEST$.TAPELIB 
//SYSUT2   DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD DUMMY
//

Figure 10: Test case

Display Commands:
D SMS,LIB(LVTS00),DETAIL
LI DD,LVTS00
D SMS,VOL(MKT158)
LIBRARY EJECT Command:
LI E,MKT158,P

Figure 11: Operator commands
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DELETE command as shown in Figure
7.

Should it be necessary to completely
rebuild the tape volume catalog, use the
CREATE LIBRARYENTRY along with
the CREATE, ALTER and DELETE
VOLUMEENTRY commands.

A convenient method to propagate
VOLUMEENTRY records to the tape
volume catalog for the VTS is to bring
the VTS online (see below) to z/OS and
then define the virtual volumes at the
3494 Tape Library hardware console.
As the Library Manager builds the
virtual volumes, it will notify all
connected systems. DFSMS/MVS will
recognize the notifications and create
entries in the tape volume catalog. If
necessary VOLUMEENTRY records for
VTS volume serial numbers tapes can
be manipulated with the CREATE,
ALTER and DELETE commands.

13. Start the OAM started task with the
START MVS operator command.

14. Vary a tape drive in the ATL or VTS
online with the V dev, ONLINE MVS
Operator command where dev is the
device number of a tape drive in the
ATL or VTS.

In a test environment using z/VM to
host a z/OS guest system, the vary
online frequently fails with the messages
in Figure 8.

This error is resolved with a software-
only activation. Use the D IOS,CONFIG
command to obtain the suffix of the
active IODF data set and then issue the
ACTIVATE IODF=xx,SOFT command
where xx is the suffix of the active
IODF data set. Repeat the vary online in
this step.

15. Vary the ATL online with the V
SMS,LIB(LATL00),ON command. A
similar command V
SMS,LIB(LVTS00),ON brings the VTS
online.

16. Skip this step if Volume Partitioning is
not enabled as previously
recommended. Set the two-byte Library
Manager category code associated with
the tape volumes defined in the tape
volume catalog with the ISMF panel
interface, option 2-Volume then option
3-Mountable Tape. Use selection 2-
Generate a New List with ‘*” in
Volume Serial Number, Library Name
and Storage Group filter fields on the
panel. The resulting list comes from the

tape volume catalog. Beside each
volume serial number type ALTER in
the Line Operator column. The ALTER
Line Operator will cause another ISMF
panel to be displayed. On this ISMF
panel the volume should show a Use
Attribute of Scratch. Change the
volume to ‘P’ for Private and blank out
the *SCRTCH* in Storage Group.
(Should the volume be marked ‘P’ for
Private change it to ‘S’ for Scratch.)
Follow the directions on the ISMF
panel to make the change effective.

There are two databases which
contain information about the tape
volume serial numbers; the tape volume
catalog which was defined in a previous
step on the z/OS system, and the Library
Manager database which is maintained
by the 3494 Tape Library hardware. The
actions in this step cause ISMF to send
channel commands instructing Library
Manager to assign the category codes

which were specified in the DEVSUPxx
member in a previous step.

To run the test cases in the next step,
the use attribute of the tape volume
serial number must be set to ‘P’ for
Private. If it was set to ‘S’ for Scratch
then repeat this step and set it to ‘P’.

17. Run the test case in Figure 9 to write
data onto a tape volume in the ATL.
Change the high-level qualifier from
MVS1 to another name suitable to the
installation. Step ST1 deletes the
cataloged data set so the job can be run
over and over. Step ST2 uses the
IEBGENER utility program to copy the
data in SYS1.SAMPLIB(IEEACTRT) to
a data set on tape volume serial number
MKT158 in the ATL.

A similar test case using a tape
volume serial defined in the VTS could
be used to verify the VTS.

18. Run the test case in Figure 10 to read
the data written in the previous step
from a tape volume in the ATL. Change
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Name Tape

Library

Character

Notation

Media

Notation

Common

Reference to the

Physical

Cartridge

Physical Appearance Recording

Technology

Cartridge System

Tape

CST MEDIA1 3480 cartridge solid color cartridge; fre-

quently charcoal gray

18 track, 36

track

Enhanced

Cartridge System

Tape

ECST MEDIA2 3480 extended

length cartridge

two tone cartridge; frequently

the upper portion is charcoal

gray and the lower portion

light gray

18 track, 36

track

High

Performance

Cartridge Tape

J MEDIA3 3590 cartridge solid color cartridge; fre-

quently black with blue tabs

128 track,

256 track,

384 track

Extended High

Performance

Cartridge Tape

K MEDIA4 3590 extended

length cartridge

solid color cartridge; fre-

quently black with green tabs

128 track,

256 track,

384 track

Enterprise

Cartridge Tape—

300GB—ETC

JA MEDIA5 3592 300GB car-

tridge

black with dark blue cartridge

door

E1 for

Enterprise

Format 1

Enterprise WORM

Cartridge Tape -

300 GB—EWTC

JW MEDIA6 3592 300GB

WORM cartridge

sliver gray with dark blue car-

tridge door

E1 for

Enterprise

Format 1

Economy

Enterprise

Cartridge Tape—

EETC—60 GB

JJ MEDIA7 3592 short car-

tridge

black with light blue cartridge

door

E1 for

Enterprise

Format 1

Economy

Enterprise WORM

Economy

Cartridge Tape—

EEWTC - 60 GB

JR MEDIA8 3592 short

WORM cartridge

sliver gray with light blue car-

tridge door

E1 for

Enterprise

Format 1

Table 1: Tape Media Types
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the high-level qualifier from MVS1 to
match the name used in the previous
step. Step ST2 uses the IEBGENER
utility program to copy the data on tape
volume serial number MTK158 in the
ATL to SYSOUT.

A similar test case using a tape
volume serial defined in the VTS
could be used to verify the VTS.
Using the names from the structure
above, the MVS Operator commands
in Figure 11 will also be very helpful
enabling the tape library. The
DISPLAY SMS (D SMS) commands
and the LIBRARY commands (LI) are
described in z/OS DFSMS OAM
Planning, Installation, and Storage
Administration Guide for Tape
Libraries, SC35-0427.

These steps and many other considerations
for an IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library
are presented in significant detail in z/OS
DFSMS OAM Planning, Installation, and
Storage Administration Guide for Tape
Libraries, SC35-0427, (reference the document
which matches the z/OS level in use); Redbook
IBM TotalStorage Enterprise Tape: A Practical
Guide, SG24-4632, available online at
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/SG244
632.html?Open; and Redbook IBM TotalStorage
Virtual Tape Server: Planning, Implementing,
and Monitoring, SG24-2229 available online at
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/SG242
229.html?Open.

The author wishes to acknowledge Robert
Todd Edwards for creating some of the exam-
ples in this article.  

NaSPA member Tim Raley is an IBM Employee in the IBM

Innovation Center - Dallas

Notes: All of the cartridge tapes in the Table 1 are 1/2 inch
cartridge media. WORM means Write Once Read Many. Table
1 was built from information in the help text of IBM ISPF 5.6
and the IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library.
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